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Coral Reef: The Ocean's
Coolest Neighborhood

By Lydia Lukidis

There might not be anything cooler in the whole ocean

than a coral reef!  In fact, coral reefs are actually some of the

most fascinating living communities on Earth.   

Did you ever wonder how a coral reef forms?  Tiny

animals called coral polyps are responsible for the formation

of coral reefs.  The coral polyps attach to rocks or other hard

surfaces and continue to grow throughout their lifespan.

When they die, they harden.  Then new coral polyps grow on

top of them.  This makes the reef expand.  In fact, coral reefs

are always growing.  They grow about 1-2 cm per year.

Let's talk more about these little coral polyps.  Like all animals, coral polyps need to 

eat.  Their diet consists mainly of other miniscule animals, such as plankton and algae.  The 

algae get their food from the sun.  Because sunlight can only penetrate shallow water, the 

algae and coral polyps live in shallow water.  This is where coral reefs generally form.  A 

wide variety of animals live in coral reefs.  Some 

animals live on the actual reef, like starfish, snails, 

and clams.  Other species swim around the reef, 

like fish and sharks. 

       There are three types of coral reefs.  Fringing 

reefs form along a coastline. Barrier reefs grow a 

bit farther from the land.  They form parallel to the 

shore, separated from it by a deep channel of 

water.  Finally, coral atolls are coral reefs that 

encircle a lagoon.
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A coral reef is made from 
billions of tiny polyps, like 
the one seen here.

A reef is a shallow underwater area, 
made of coral.  Many fish and sea 
animals live in and around reefs.
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Coral reefs exist all around the world.

The biggest one is called the Great Barrier

Reef.  The Great Barrier Reef is located off

the northeast coast of Australia.  It is very

long, stretching out for 2,300 kilometers.  It

can even be seen from outer space!  Every

year, the beautiful Great Barrier Reef

attracts many scuba divers and tourists,

about 2 million visitors per year. 

Coral reefs are a vital part of our

planet.  First of all, they are a home for

many animals.  They also protect shorelines

against storms and floods.  They can even provide us with the natural resources we need  to

make some kinds of medicine.  However, a serious problem is occurring: many coral reefs 

are dying.  Pollution and over-fishing are the main causes.  And since coral reefs take a very

long time to grow, they cannot grow fast enough to replace the damage.  As a result, the 

coral reefs around the world are starting to disappear.  Some scientists predict that 

someday soon most of the coral reefs will be gone.  That is why we have to take good care 

of them.  We should do our best to protect these incredible living communities for 

generations to come!

About the Author   

   Lydia Lukidis is a published children's author with a multi-

  disciplinary background that spans the fields of literature,                

  theater, and puppetry.

  Lydia's picture book, Gerbs in the House: The Dilly Dally Bedtime 

             Routine, is now available. Find out if Mocha will ever get his silly 

  son to sleep!

Lukidis, Lydia. Gerbs in the House: The Dilly Dally Bedtime Routine   ISBN: 978-0-9917402-7-7 
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Coral reefs are rainbows of color. Coral 
polyps can be orange, pink, blue, green, red,
or almost any color imaginable.
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Name: __________________________________

Coral Reef: The Ocean's
Coolest Neighborhood

 By Lydia Lukidis

1. Describe the rate at which coral reefs grow.  Use 
information from the article to support your answer. 

_____________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________

2. Why are coral reefs found mostly in shallow water?

a.  Coral reefs thrive in shallow water because the sunlight penetrates the water
      and provides food for the algae that coral polyps eat. 

b.  Coral reefs are protected in shallow water from damage by huge 
            ocean animals like whales and great white sharks.

c.  Coral reefs cannot survive the saltiness of deep ocean water.

d.  Coral reefs cannot endure the currents in deep ocean water. 

3. Based on the information in the article, provide a brief definition of each of the three 
types of coral reefs.

Fringing Reef: ______________________________________________________________ 

      ______________________________________________________________

Barrier Reef:    ______________________________________________________________ 

       ______________________________________________________________

Coral Atoll:     ______________________________________________________________ 

      ______________________________________________________________

4. Circle the two hemispheres that the Great Barrier Reef is located within. 

Northern Southern Eastern Western
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Name: ______________________________

New Neighbors
By Kelly Hashway

Maura watched the moving van pull up to the house next 

door. Finally, some new neighbors. The house had stood empty for 

months, and Maura had been hoping a girl her age would move 

in.

“Mom, they’re here!” she yelled.

“We’ll let them get settled, and then we’ll go over to say 

hello and welcome them to the neighborhood,” Mom said.

Maura stared wide-eyed and hopeful as the moving van 

doors opened. But her shoulders slumped when she saw the older couple step out. “They’re…”

Mom moved the curtain aside. “Probably retired. Sorry, sweetie.” She squeezed Maura’s 

shoulder. “I know you were hoping for a new friend.”

Maura left the window and went to her room. She lay on her bed and stared at the ceiling, 

thinking about how boring the summer was going to be. She was the only kid her age in the 

neighborhood.

“Maura.” Mom knocked on the partially open door. “I’m going next door to welcome the new 

neighbors. I’d like it if you came, too.”

Maura didn’t feel like it, but she didn’t have anything better to do. Mom wrapped her arm 

around Maura’s shoulders and gave her a gentle squeeze as they walked next door. A young girl 

stepped out onto the porch, bumping right into Maura.

“Sorry,” she said.

Maura couldn’t help smiling. The girl had to be the same age as her. “Hi. I’m Maura. Are you 

moving in here?”

“No. My grandparents are. I’m helping them unpack.” The girl turned when her grandparents 

came outside. “Meet Charles and Patricia Moore. Oh, and I’m Emily.”

Maura wanted to cry for the second time today. She’d hoped Emily was also moving in. “Hi,” 
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she said, trying to be polite.

“Emily is with us almost every weekend,” Patricia said, eyeing Maura. “It looks like you two are 

the same age. Maybe you could show her around.”

“Sure,” Maura said, perking up a little.

“Great,” Emily said. She leaned forward and whispered, “Could you keep an eye on my 

grandparents for me? We’re really close, and it would mean a lot to me. They tell really great stories, 

too.”

Maura nodded. “I can do that.” 

“Well, we should let you get settled,” Mom said. “When you’re finished, Maura and I would love 

to have you all over for tea and cake.”

Emily’s eyes widened. “Sounds great. Then Maura and I can hang out.”

They said goodbye, and Maura walked home with her mom.

“Sorry they’re not the neighbors you were hoping for,” Mom said.

“Actually, they’re kind of perfect.” Maura was getting a new friend and a nice couple that told 

good stories. “They’ll be great neighbors.”

About the Author 

Kelly Hashway's picture book, Santa Bunny, is now available!  

When the Easter Bunny feels children love Santa more than him, he decides to take over 

the Christmas holiday. The Easter Bunny shows up on Christmas Eve to deliver baskets to 

all the good children, only Santa is delivering gifts, too. But little Tommy catches them 

and wants to know who will hide eggs on Easter? Can Tommy convince the Easter Bunny 

he's loved before it's too late? 

Hashway, Kelly. Santa Bunny.    ISBN:  978-1470072353
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Name: ______________________________

New Neighbors
By Kelly Hashway

1.   Maura hoped a girl her age would move in next door because...

    a. She didn't have any friends at school.
    b.  There were lots of boys her age in the neighborhood, but no girls.
    c. Her best friend used to live next door, but moved away.
    d. There were no other children her age in the neighborhood.

2.   What are the first and last names of the people who moved in next door to Maura?

___________________________________________________________________________________________

3.   How does Maura feel when she first sees the people moving in next door?

    a. excited
    b.  disappointed
    c. worried
    d. angry

4.   Who is Emily?

    a. The girl that moved in next door.
    b.  A long-time friend of Maura's.
    c. The granddaughter of the people who moved in next door.
    d. Maura's friend from school.

5.   Give two reasons why Maura was not disappointed in her new neighbors at the end of
the story.

___________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________
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Name: __________________________________

How to Pet a Dolphin
By Anita Nahta Amin

“Look at the dolphins!” Jordan raced to

the aquarium tank with his twin sister, Dani.  He

propped his elbows on the rim of the tank and

leaned forward on his tip toes. 

This was the closest he’d ever been to a

dolphin.  Sometimes when he and his family had

gone ocean sailing, dolphins had chased their

boat, but the dolphins had always been too far

away and too fast to touch. 

“I can’t wait to touch one,” Dani said, reaching out for a dolphin just as it swam 

away.  She frowned.

“Maybe this will help,” Mom said, stopping beside them with Dad. 

Jordan’s parents held out small white paper trays of crayon-sized silver fish. 

“This is food for the dolphins,” Dad explained.

Dani grabbed one of the trays and raced to the other side of the tank, where it was 

less crowded.

Jordan made a face at the fish in his tray.  Ew, he thought.  They were smelly and 

looked slimy and squishy.  He studied the dolphins and wondered if they felt slimy too.  

When he heard laughter, he craned his neck past several people to watch Dani, who was 

waving one of her fish in the air.

A guide stopped beside Jordan.  The guide said, “Hold your fish above the water and

drop it in the dolphin’s mouth.  That’s the best time to pet a dolphin.”
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Jordan held his breath as he pinched a fish between his thumb and index finger.  He 

dangled it over the water. 

A dolphin swam up to him and opened its mouth.  Jordan pulled his hand slightly 

back and paused.  What if the dolphin swallowed his hand, too? 

“It’s okay,” the guide said.  “It won’t bite you.”

Jordan glanced at the guide, and then at Dani, who was already petting a dolphin.  

Jordan dropped the fish into the dolphin’s mouth and briefly touched its light gray back.  It 

felt slippery and smooth.  “Oh, cool!” he cried.

A big splash soaked Jordan as the dolphin glided away.  “Aah!” He laughed and 

wrung his t-shirt.  Jordan quickly held out another fish and smiled as he pet another dolphin.

Soon Jordan’s tray was empty.  Dolphin after dolphin passed just barely out of reach.  

They were all traveling to Dani, who had a waiting line of dolphins.

“Hey, over here!” Jordan shouted to the dolphins.  He reached his hand out over the 

salty water in the tank. 

“Dolphins can’t hear you,” the guide said.  “They hear on a higher pitch.”

Jordan whistled.  A couple of dolphins swam by but didn’t stop.  His shoulders 

slumped.  Then he shrugged and ran to his sister.  “Dani, that was so cool!”

“I know!” Dani grinned.  She threw a fish into a dolphin’s mouth and rubbed its back.  

Dani picked up her last fish.  “You want it?”

Jordan paused. “No, you do it.”

“Okay.”  Dani tossed the fish to the next dolphin and pet it.

Then, Jordan wrapped his arm around Dani’s shoulder.  They giggled and ran out of 

the park. 
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Name: __________________________________

How to Pet a Dolphin
By Anita Amin 

1.    Choose the best pair of words that describes how   
       Jordan feels before he pets a dolphin at the aquarium.

a.  enthusiastic and fearless b. excited and uncertain
c.  bored and uninterested d.  curious and tearful 

2. According to the reading passage, why does Dani move to the other side of the 
dolphin tank? (Use a complete sentence.)

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

3. What is Jordan afraid will happen when he feeds a dolphin?

a.  The dolphin will swim away too quickly for him to pet it.
b.  The dolphin will not be interested in taking his fish.
c.  The dolphin will bite his hand.
d.  The dolphin will splash him and get his clothes wet. 

4. Jordan uses his senses to observe the fish he is given to feed the dolphins.                 
Circle each of the senses Jordan uses to observe the fish.  

taste                  smell                  sound                  touch                  sight

5. When Jordan calls out to the dolphins, the guide informs him that the dolphins cannot
hear him.  In your own words, explain why the dolphins cannot hear human voices, 
using complete sentences. 

___________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________
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Name: ______________________________

Germ-o-rama
by Lydia Lukidis

Greetings! My name is Mr. Ash and I’m an itsy

bitsy germ.  At first I was living in Marcia’s body.  She

didn’t wash her hands after she went to the

bathroom.  Then she hugged her friend Sally.  That’s

when I jumped into Sally’s body.

Atchoo!! Now I made Marcia and Sally sick!

Everybody gets sick sometimes.  It’s because of

me and all the other germs.  But what are germs?

How do we make people sick?

Germs are everywhere.  They are at your house.  They are also in your school 

and even at the park.  They are tiny and you can’t see them with your eyes.  You 

would need a microscope to see them.  Some germs spread diseases.  There are 

two main types.  They are viruses and bacteria. 

Bacteria are little creatures.  They can live outside your body.  They can also 

live inside you.  Some bacteria are really nasty.  They can cause infections.  They 

can cause a sore throat, tonsillitis, ear infections or pneumonia.  

Not all bacteria are bad though.  Some kinds of bacteria are actually good 

for your bodies.  They keep you balanced.  For example, good bacteria lives in 

your intestines.  They help your body digest food.  Good bacteria are sometimes 

called “probiotics”.

Viruses are a bit different.  They can only live inside you to survive.  They can 

also live in a plant or animal.  Whatever they live in is called the “host.”
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They can spread and make you sick.  They can cause

yucky diseases like the flu, measles, and chicken pox.

Good thing viruses don’t live long.

So how do we germs get around?  Easy!  We

surf around in the air through sneezes, coughs, or

breaths.  We also travel in sweat, saliva, and blood.

Some of us, like me, can travel from one person to

another if they touch each other.  We can live on

objects for a while, like a doorknob.  When the next

person touches that doorknob, poof! I jump into their body.

So how can you protect yourself against me and all my buddies?  The best 

way is to practice good hygiene.  This means keeping yourselves clean. That way 

you have less chance of getting sick.  Here are some good tips for keeping us 

germs away: wash your hands with soap often; cover your nose and mouth when 

you sneeze; cover your mouth when you cough; use tissues to clean your nose.

If you do all these things, you will be prepared to battle germs like me!

About the Author   

        Lydia Lukidis is a published children's author with a multi-

                 disciplinary background that spans the fields of literature,            

      theater and puppetry.

      Lydia's picture book, Gerbs in the House: The Dilly Dally Bedtime 

                Routine, is now available. Find out if Mocha will ever get his silly 

                son to sleep!

Lukidis, Lydia. Gerbs in the House: The Dilly Dally Bedtime Routine   ISBN: 978-0-9917402-7-7 
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Name: ______________________________

Germ-o-rama
by Lydia Lukidis

1. List the two main types of germs.

_________________________ and _______________________

2. In the article, you learned several characteristics of 

bacteria.  Circle the characteristic of bacteria that was 

not mentioned in the article. 

a.  Bacteria are creatures that can live inside and outside of your body.

b.  Bacteria cause diseases like the flu, measles, and chickenpox.

c.  Some kinds of bacteria are good for your body, like the ones that help 

     with digestion.

d.  Good bacteria are also known as “probiotics”.

3. Germs travel around in a lot of ways.  In the box below, circle all the ways that 

germs are spread according to the article. 

coughs vitamins sleeping saliva

sneezes vaccines breaths showering

sweat blood objects smiles

4. Give one way you can protect yourself against germs. (Use a complete 

sentence.)

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________
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Name: _______________________________

Oh, Canada!
                                        by Nikki Aksamit

Anthony jumped off the school bus and raced through the 

front door, leaving his jacket, shoes and backpack in a trail behind 

him. 

“Mom, Mom, Mom!” he called. “Guess what we studied in 

school today?” 

Anthony’s mom had been cutting celery to go with some 

peanut butter for his afternoon snack. Smiling at his excitement, she stopped what she was 

doing and asked “What did you study?” 

“We learned all about Canada today!” Anthony answered. “That’s where you’re from 

right?” he asked. 

His mom nodded her head. “Tell me what you learned.”

“Well,” Anthony started as he sat down on a chair at the counter, “we learned that 

Canada has almost thirty-four million people. We learned that there are two official languages, 

English and French.” 

“Oui!” said his mother with a smile.

“We learned that lots of neat things come from Canada!”

“Like what?” Anthony’s mom asked.

“My teacher says that Canada produces tons of wheat and fish, like salmon. He also said 

that a lot of movies and some TV shows are filmed up in Canada. He says that many celebrities, 

like actors and singers come from Canada too!”

His mom was smiling again as she put Anthony’s snack in front of him.

“My teacher asked who we thought was the most important and influential person who 

came from Canada.” 

“Oh, and who would that be?” his mom asked, sitting down on the chair beside him.

“I told him it was you, Mom!” Anthony said with a big grin as he bit into the celery.
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Name: _______________________________

Oh, Canada!
by Nikki Aksamit

1.  Which fact about Anthony's mom do we find out in this 
story?

a.  She visits Canada all the time.
b.   She spent her entire life living in Canada.
c.  She was born in a different country than Anthony was.
d.  She loves to eat celery sticks.

2.  When does this story take place?

a. in the kitchen b.  in the living room
c. in Canada d.  in the afternoon

3.  How did Anthony feel as he was telling his mom about school?  Why did he feel 
this way?

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

4.  How many people live in Canada?

a. 340,000 b.  3,400,000
c. 34,000,000 d.  340,000,000

5.  When Anthony tells him mom that Canada has two official languages, she 
answers by saying, “Oui!”  What does this mean?

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________
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Name: _______________________

In Summer
by Liana Mahoney

Pour on lotion,

Rub it in.

Perfect for 

My summer skin.

On my bike

Or in the pool,

A sip of water

Keeps me cool.

Shades are on,

Flip-flops, too. 

In summer there’s

So much to do!
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Name: _______________________

In Summer
by Liana Mahoney

1.   What is this poem mostly about?
a.  a kid swimming b.  a kid riding a bike
c.  a kid with flip flops d.  a kid having fun in the summer

2.  What are shades?  (line 9)

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

3.  Why does the kid in the poem put on lotion?

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

4. What are some things you like to do in the summer?

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________
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Name:  ____________________________

Synonyms & Antonyms

 Synonyms are words that have almost the same meaning.        

 example:   The words big and large are synonyms.       

Antonyms are words that have opposite meanings.

example:  The words open and closed are antonyms.

Tell whether each pair of words are synonyms or antonyms.

1. agree, disagree ___________________________

2. cold, freezing ___________________________

3. easy, difficult ___________________________

4. argue, squabble ___________________________

5. guess, estimate ___________________________

6. bottom, top ___________________________

7. tired,energetic ___________________________

8. huge, gigantic ___________________________

9. sink, float ___________________________

10. windy, calm ___________________________

11. noisy, quiet ___________________________

12. unhappy, sad ___________________________

Write one complete sentence that includes two words that are antonyms.
Choose antonyms that are different from the ones listed above.

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________
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Find the 
Main Idea

Write the main idea of the paragraph in your own words.

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

Write two supporting ideas for the main idea.

1. __________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

2. __________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

Meerkats in Africa live in large groups of 20 to 50 members. The group 
works together to survive. All members of the group care for the baby 
meerkats. They take turns babysitting and will protect the young ones from 
danger. Members of the group also take turns watching out for threats from 
other animals while the group fi nds food. If any dangerous animal comes 
towards the group, the meerkat will bark a warning.

The Meerkat

A meerkat keeping watch

A group of meerkats in the wild

Find the Main Idea
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Context Clues: 
The Meaning Is There!
A word in each sentence below is underlined. Write each word in the blank provided. Circle the word from the 
multiple choice that has a similar meaning. Use the text of each sentence to find the correct word. 

1.   The movie star’s large and beautiful home was palatial.  ________________________________________

A. ugly B. tiny  C. for dogs D. like a palace

2.   At the restaurant we were offered a variety of beverages, like milk and ice tea.  ______________________

A. bread B. silverware C. drinks D. menus

3.   Slavery was abolished in the U.S. after the Civil War.  __________________________________________

A. outlawed B. exchanged C. running D. common

4.   Pedestrians should look both ways before crossing the street. ____________________________________

A. crosswalks B. walkers C. stoplights D. parrots

5.   When I fell off the trampoline, I fractured my arm and wore a cast. ________________________________

A. rested B. broke C. avoided D. looked at

6.   The class decided to exhibit the science project during Parents’ Night.  _____________________________

A. lose  B. eat  C. trade D. show

7.   The frigid water made Elizabeth’s teeth chatter.  _______________________________________________

A. cold B. clean C. green D. warm

8.  Typewriters became obsolete with the development of personal computers. _________________________

A. popular B. out-dated  C. careful D. round

9.   His mother gets anxious if he stays outside after dark. __________________________________________

A. nervous B. silly C. happy D. sleepy

10.  After the rainstorm, the rainbow lit up the sky with vivid colors. ____________________________________

A. dark B. funny C. bright D. normal 

Name: ___________________________
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Find the Meaning from the Text
“The Velveteen Rabbit” is a story of a stuffed toy that is given to a little boy for Christmas. 
At first the rabbit is not played with very much. But later, the little boy finds he likes the 
rabbit best of all.  Below is a paragraph from the beginning of the story. 

The Velveteen Rabbit by Margery Williams

For a long time he lived in the toy cupboard or on the nursery floor. No one thought 
very much about him. He was naturally shy. Being only made of velveteen, some of 
the more expensive toys quite snubbed him. The mechanical toys were very superior 
and looked down upon everyone else. They were full of modern ideas, and they 
pretended they were real. The model boat, who had lived through two seasons and 
lost most of his paint, caught the tone from them. He never missed an opportunity of 
referring to his rigging in technical terms. The Rabbit could not claim to be a model of 
anything, for he didn’t know that real rabbits existed. He thought they were all stuffed 
with sawdust like himself. He understood that sawdust was quite out-of-date and 
should never be mentioned in modern circles. 

Match the Meanings
Write the letter of the word on the right which has almost the same meaning as the 
word or phrase on the left. Use the words in the text to understand the meaning.

____________ 1. naturally A. talking about

____________ 2. velveteen B. chance

____________ 3. expensive C. old fashioned

____________ 4. snubbed D. soft wood chips

____________ 5. superior E. times of the year

____________ 6. seasons F. soft cloth

____________ 7. opportunity G. usually

____________ 8. referring to H. lived

____________ 9. technical I. special knowledge

____________ 10. existed J. ignored

____________ 11. sawdust K. cost a lot of money

____________ 12. out-of-date L. stuck up

Name: ___________________________
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Name:  ____________________________

Fact or Opinion

     A fact is something that can be proven true.

     An opinion is someone's feelings about a particular topic.

Tell whether each sentence is a fact or opinion.

1. _______________  Sunday is the best day of the week.

2. _______________  George Washington was born in February.

3. _______________  Memorial Day is the most important holiday of the year.

4. _______________  Thanksgiving is celebrated in autumn.

5. _______________  Some families eat turkey on Thanksgiving.

6. _______________  Watching fireworks on the 4th of July is lots of fun.

7. _______________  April is a month with 30 days.

8. _______________  There are 12 months in the year.

9. _______________  This has been a terrible week.

10. _______________  Spring is the most beautiful season of all.

11. _______________  Monday, Wednesday, and Friday are weekdays.

12. _______________  The first day of the school year is scary.

13. _______________  Everyone should make Valentine's Day cards.

14. _______________  Your birthday comes only one day a year.
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    Name:  ____________________________

Types of Sentences

Statements end with a period. (.)

Questions end with a question mark. (?)

Exclamations end with an exclamation point. (!)

    
   Read each sentence and add the correct punctuation mark(s).  Then, write statement,   
   question, or exclamation on the line. 

    1. Are you feeling well today  ___ ___________________

    2. Papa made homemade cookies  ___ ___________________

    3. Hooray  ___  Jimmy's team won  ___ ___________________

    4. When is your birthday  ___ ___________________

    5.    Is this your new television  ___ ___________________

    6.    Wow  ___  Look at the fireworks  ___ ___________________

    7.    It rained all day long  ___ ___________________

    8.    Have you met my friend Julie  ___ ___________________
  
    9.    I want to have a bowl of soup for lunch  ___            ___________________

    10.  Can you make it to my birthday party  ___ ___________________

    11.   Ouch  ___ ___________________

    12.   Isn't this a beautiful night  ___ ___________________

    13.   That is a very gentle pony  ___ ___________________

    14.    Happy New Year  ___ ___________________

    15.    Sara ate a slice of pizza for lunch  ___ ___________________
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Name: _________________________________________

PUNCTUATION
Complete each sentence with the correct punctuation.
Each answers will be one of the following:  ! . ?

1.  Kyle loves to help his dad cook dinner __

2.  What do you think Kyle and his dad will cook tonight __

3.  “Oh no __”, Jean yelled, “Why didn't you tell me I'm late __”

4.  Would you like to play tennis with me __

5.  Please close the door __

6.  Jeremy won the game and shouted, “Hooray __”

7.  Let's go to the park and have a picnic tomorrow __  

8.  Ouch __  The stove is hot __

9.  Do you have any money left in your pocket __

10. I stayed up past midnight reading the book __
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Statements are sentences that tell you information 
about something.  Statements end with a period (.).

Questions are sentences that ask you something. 
Questions end with a question mark (?).

Name:  ____________________________

Scrambled Sentences

Directions:  Unscramble the words to form a question and a 
statement.

1. my is favorite basketball sport

Question:    __Is basketball my favorite sport?_______________

Statement:  __Basketball is my favorite sport._______________

2. holiday Christmas favorite is your

Question:    _____________________________________________

Statement:  _____________________________________________

3. those are ready cookies eat to

Question:    _____________________________________________

Statement:  _____________________________________________

4. the in yard there rabbit a is

Question:    _____________________________________________

Statement:  _____________________________________________

5. very the hot is stove

Question:    _____________________________________________

Statement:  _____________________________________________
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Name: ____________________________________________ Side 1

Noun Review

Write noun next to the words that are nouns.  Write not a noun next to the words that 
are not nouns.

1.  big  __________________

2.  bird   __________________

3.  cookie   __________________

4.  monster   __________________

5.  chair   __________________

6.  sit   __________________

7.  snowflake  __________________

8.  sing   __________________

9.  milk   __________________

10.  squeeze  __________________

11.  look   __________________

12.   street   __________________

Write the word singular next to the nouns that refer to one person, place or thing. 
Write plural next to nouns that refer to more than one person, place or thing.

13.  computers __________________

14.  men __________________

15.  hand __________________

16.  fingers __________________

17.  women __________________

18.  man    __________________

19.  cow    __________________

20.  mice __________________

21.  feet __________________

22. woman __________________

23.  people __________________

24.  fox __________________

25.  knives __________________

26.  home __________________
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Side 2

Noun Review

Circle the nouns in the sentences below.

27. The boy washed his hands with soap.

28.  Samantha was thinking about her little, brown dog.

29. Jen picked up her pencil and drew a picture on the yellow paper.

30. Adam ate two giant cookies after school.

31. Monica cleaned her entire bedroom from ceiling to floor.

32. Michael was outside playing catch with the football.

33.  The window on the garage is open.

34. Nicole hears the rain falling on the sidewalk.

35. Can Max play with the kitten?

36. The old goose honked as it flew through the air.
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Name:  ____________________________

Common and Proper Nouns
Determine whether each noun is a common noun or a proper noun.

• If the noun is common, write common noun on the line.
• If the noun is proper, re-write the noun on the line using correct 

capitalization.

examples:       waterfall  common noun
      niagara falls  Niagara Falls

1. march ___________________ 2. month ___________________

3. day ___________________ 4. tuesday ___________________

5. holiday ___________________ 6. christmas ___________________

7. cereal ___________________ 8. cheerios ___________________

9. dr. gomez ___________________ 10. doctor ___________________

11. city ___________________ 12. boston ___________________

13. street ___________________ 14. main street ___________________

15. burger king ___________________ 16. restaurant ___________________

17. slate creek ___________________ 18. creek ___________________

19. dog ___________________ 20. snoopy ___________________

   Challenge:  Write a complete sentence that has a proper noun and a
common noun in it.

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________
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Name: ____________________________________________

Plural Nouns that Don't Follow the Rules

Sometimes you don't add -s or -es to a noun to make it plural.

Read each sentence.  Figure out the plural of the word in 

parenthesis and write it on the line.  If you need help, look the

word up in the dictionary.

1.  Mrs. Jones has two ________________________.  (child)

2.  A flock of ________________________ just flew overhead.  (goose)

3.  Three ________________________ scurried through the kitchen.  (mouse)

4.  Mother cut the sandwich into two ________________________.  (half)

5.  The dental hygienist cleaned my ________________________.  (tooth)

6.  The ________________________ at the bus stop had umbrellas.  (woman)

7.  Grandpa sharpened the ________________________ in the kitchen.  (knife)

8.  Those ________________________ were making a lot of noise.  (person)

9.  Mama bought two ________________________ of bread.  (loaf)

10.  The ________________________ were fixing the hole in the street.  (man)

11.  I heard a pack of ________________________ in the forest.  (wolf)

12.  The farmer had a dozen ________________________.  (sheep)
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Name: ____________________________________________

Singular and Plural Nouns

  Directions:  Underline the nouns in each sentence below. Above 

each noun, write an S if the noun is singular or write a

P if the noun is plural.

      S               P

example:  Yesterday, the lake was filled with boats. (2 nouns)

1.  We went to the store to buy two lamps.  (2 nouns)

2.  The notebook was filled with colorful drawings.  (2 nouns)

3.  That lady drives too fast.  (1 noun)

4.  Have you read all of the books on that shelf?  (2 nouns)

5.  The teacher assigned a project for her students to complete.  (3 nouns)

6.  Tonight I will clean the dishes in the kitchen.  (2 nouns)

7.  The nice man cleaned the chimney with his broom.  (3 nouns)

8.  The towels next to the pool were wet.  (2 nouns)
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Name:  ____________________________

Linking Verb or Action Verb?

  A verb is a word which expresses action or being.

  A linking verb connects the subject to a noun or adjective in the predicate.

examples: am, is, are, was, were, be, been  

  An action verb shows us the action of a sentence.

examples: run, hop, skip, sleep, jump, talk, snore

Read each sentence and determine if the underlined verb is a linking verb or
an action verb.

1. The strong winds blew down the old tree. ______________________

2. Aaron is an avid reader. ______________________

3. Jessica's friends were very polite. ______________________

4. The boxes in the closet are huge. ______________________

5. My friends and I watched a baseball game. ______________________

6. The snow is cold and crunchy. ______________________

7. Lisa played the piano at Morgan's party. ______________________

8. Robert ate the crust of the pizza first. ______________________

9. I am one of the tallest kids in school. ______________________

10. Betty is afraid of the dark. ______________________

11. Lizzy listened to her favorite song. ______________________

12. Noah was very kind to me. ______________________
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Name: ____________________________________        Irregular Past Tense Verbs

Past Tense Verb Match

Draw straight lines to match each present tense verb to its past tense form.   

  Present Tense Verbs Past Tense Verbs

1.  hear caught

2.  tell saw

3.  grow fought

4.  come heard

5.  draw fell

6.  get grew

7.  see told

8.  fight got

9.  fall drank

10.  catch came

11.  drink drew

Choose two of the past tense verbs above and use them each in a sentence. 

Underline the past tense verb in each sentence.

1.   ______________________________________________________________________ 

2.   ______________________________________________________________________
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Name:  ____________________________

Irregular Past Participle Verbs

To form the past tense form of most verbs, you simply
add -ed to the end of the word.

Present tense:  We walk to the restaurant.
Past tense: We walked to the restaurant.
Past participle: We had walked to the restaurant.

Irregular verbs are a bit more difficult because you don't
add -ed to make them past tense.  The whole word
changes depending on its tense.

Present tense:  I eat a slice of pizza.
Past tense: I ate a slice of pizza.
Past participle: I have eaten a slice of pizza.

  Choose the past participle of the verb for each sentence and write it on the line.

  1. She has never ____________________ a speed boat before.
        (driven, drove)

  2. Ella had ____________________ all of the vegetables on her plate.
            (ate, eaten)

  3. We have ____________________ each other since we were very young.
            (knew, known)

  4. Peter has ____________________ a letter to his favorite author.
                     (written, wrote)

  5. While on a camping trip, Kara was ____________________ by mosquitoes.
                                                         (bitten, bit)

  6. Thomas has ____________________ the most delicious tomatoes in town.
    (grown, grew)

  7. Have you ____________________ on a horse without a saddle before?
            (rode, ridden)

  8. The thief had ____________________ all of the expensive jewelry.
                   (took, taken)
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Name: __________________________________________  

Subject-Verb Agreement

The subject of a sentence must agree with the verb.

Notice the verbs in the two sentences below.

Ben reads a book.

Ben and Sam read a book.

In the first sentence, only one person is reading, so the present tense 
verb is “reads.”  The verb (reads) agrees with the subject (Ben).

In the second sentence, two people are reading, so the present tense 
verb is “read.”  The verb (read) agrees with the subject (Ben and Sam).

Read each sentence below.  Choose the correct verb that agrees with the 
subject.

1.  Billy _______________ to buy a new skateboard.  (want, wants)

2.  Those two boys _______________ to buy new skateboards.  (want, wants)

3. Grandpa _______________ a hamburger for dinner.  (cook, cooks)

4. Grandma and Grandpa _______________ dinner together.  (cook, cooks)

5. The dogs _______________ when the mail carrier comes.  (growl, growls)

6. The brown dog _______________ when someone comes in.  (growl, growls)

7.  All three computers ______________ when you turn them on.  (beep, beeps)

8.  That computer _______________ when you turn it on.  (beep, beeps)

9.  The basketball _______________ across the court.  (roll, rolls)

10.  Three tennis balls _______________ across the court.  (roll, rolls)
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Name: _____________________

Pronouns
Directions: Rewrite each sentence.  Replace the underlined words

with a pronoun.

1) Martha and I had to leave early for school.

2.) Dan and Joe helped the teacher clean.

3.) Where did Jen go?

4.) Was that Mary’s phone ringing?

5.)  I wonder if Dad knows the phone number.

6.) Let's go for a ride in my brother’s car.

7.)  Jane, Lisa, Beth, and Susan went to the game together.
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25

Read All About It!
Underline each adjective.
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 On Friday, the Blizzards stormed the

loud arena in Pucktown. The team really 

wanted to bring home the silver cup. Wearing 

their lucky blue jerseys, the players took to 

the smooth ice. Scott Skater won the face-off 

for his nervous team. Soon the Blizzards had 

an early lead in the game.

 Eager fans shouted when the home team 

tied the score in the second period. The 

Blizzards knew they needed to skate well to 

win this vital game.

 In the final minute of the game, the

little puck was stolen from the other team. 

Scott Skater passed it to a loyal teammate, 

Shawn Shooter. Shawn shot the puck to 

score the winning goal. The excited players 

smiled as they were given the large cup.

 The mighty Blizzards will return to Hockey 

City on Sunday. Fans can welcome them 

home at the hockey parade.

Name	 Adjectives	and	Adverbs

Date	 	 	 	 identifying		adjectives

The Hockey City Times
Blizzards Win the 

Cup!

There are
20 adjectives!

Bonus Box: Draw an arrow from each 
adjective to the word it describes.

Pictured above: Scott Skater and Shawn Shooter 
pose with the trophy. The Blizzards defeated the 
Icemen 2-1 last night.

Celebrate With 
the

Blizzards!
The parade starts at 5 pm Sunday.



 creature friend school spaceship

Bonus Box: Make your own Frame Game by drawing a grid on the back of this page and writing the word 
ADVERB down the left side of it. Write four verbs across the top of the frame. Challenge a friend to write 
adverbs to modify the verbs in the frame.

Name  Adjectives

The Frame Game

 Are you ready for a challenge? The frame below has four 
nouns listed across the top. Your job is to write nine different 
adjectives to modify each noun. The challenge? The fi rst letter 
of each adjective you write must match the letters in the word 
ADJECTIVE. If you get stuck, use a dictionary or a thesaurus. 
Your teacher will explain how you can score points. A few 
examples have been done for you.

vibrant

eccentric

angryA

D

J

E

C

T

I

V

E
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Name ______________________________________________     Date ____________________

“Top-Knot-ch”

Adverbs that compare

 6. Nita and Netty are working really _____.

 7. They both like tying square knots _____ than other knots.

 8. Nita says it’s the _____ boring knot.

 9. Netty feels she ties the square knot quite _____.

 10. Netty wins contests _____ than Nita.

What did the knot say after it got tangled?
To answer the riddle, match the colored letters above to 
the numbered lines below.

Color the knot with the correct adverb.

 1. Nita entered the knot-tying contest _____ than Netty. early
C

earlier
O

earliest
A

 2. But Netty practiced _____ than Nita. long
E

longer
N

longest
D

 3. Nita thinks she’ll win since she ties knots the _____ of all. fast
I

faster
G

fastest
O

 4. Netty ties knots _____ than Nita. slowly
B

more
slowly

A

most
slowly

J

 5. Netty hopes she’ll win because her knots hold the _____ of all. well
L

better
F

best
N

 11. Nita ties ten knots _____ than Netty.

 12. In contests, Netty ties square knots the _____ of all.

 13. Netty fi nished tying ten knots the _____ of all, but she won!

hard
H

harder
K

hardest
N

little
O

less
I

least
R

much
V

more
T

most
O

badly
A

worse
W

worst
P

often
M

more
often

T

most
often

H

quickly
X

more
quickly

N

most 
quickly

S

carefully 
U

more
carefully

Q

most
carefully

G

late
I

later
Y

latest
K

“ ___ ___ ___ ___ ” ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ !
 13 2 8 10  9 12 4 7 11

 ___ ___ ___ ___ ,
 3 6 5 1
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Name: ____________________________

A ? . !  B ? . ! C ? . ! D ? . ! E ? . ! F ? . ! G ? . ! H ? . ! I ? . ! J ? . ! K ? . ! L ? . ! M
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Word Lists: Write a Sentence
Write fi ve sentences in the space below. In each sentence use a noun from the noun list and a 

verb from the verb list.

horse
frog
I
cloud

girl
bird
ball
lion

Nouns
talks
sleeps
sat
hops

floats
ran
rolled
drinks

Verbs

1.  ____________________________________________

2.  ____________________________________________

3.  ____________________________________________

4.  ____________________________________________

5.  ____________________________________________
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Name: ____________________________

Below are run-on sentences and sentence fragments. Rewrite them so each is a complete sentence.

1. The boy on the phone 

__________________________________________________________________________

2. We count sheep to sleep don’t you?

__________________________________________________________________________

3. Don’t run in the house it’s too dangerous.

__________________________________________________________________________

4. Ran to the bakery.

__________________________________________________________________________

5. I wrote a letter it didn’t get there.

__________________________________________________________________________

6. When she sang, the pretty girl in the choir

__________________________________________________________________________

7. Blew off the tree because of the wind.

   ___________________________________________________________

8. The children on the ride screamed loudly they hurt my ears.

__________________________________________________________________________

Fix the SentencesFix the SentencesFix the SentencesFix the SentencesFix the SentencesFix the SentencesFix the SentencesFix the SentencesFix the SentencesFix the Sentences
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what? how?

where? why?

who?

who?

what?

where?

how?

why?

what?

when?

where?

where?

when?

where?

Name: ________________________

• WHO • WHAT • WHERE • WHEN • WHY • HOW • WHO • WHAT • WHERE • WHEN • WHY • HOW
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Below are simple sentences. Add words to answer the questions.

1. A ___________________ bird fl ew  ___________________ 

___________________   ___________________.

2. His ___________________ brother saw ___________________

 ___________________.

3. The ___________________ policeman stopped ___________________ 
who?

3. The ___________________ policeman stopped ___________________ 
who? where?

3. The ___________________ policeman stopped ___________________ 
where?

 __________________.

4. I laughed _____________________  _____________________ 
how?

4. I laughed _____________________  _____________________ 
how? when?

4. I laughed _____________________  _____________________ 
when?

 __________________ .

5. The ___________________ fl owers ___________________ 

bloomed ____________________.     

Who
What

Where
When

Why
How

Example: The _______________ girl walked _____________ _____________ _____________.
who? how? where? why?
smart slowly down the road to see her friend

Adding to Sentences:



Name: ________________________________________

Editing:  How many mistakes can you find?

Laura's Swimming Pool
Rachael went to Lauras house to swim in the pool.  First, 

Rachael and Laura swimmed around underwater.  Than, 

rachael went down the water slide.  After that, Lauras dog 

jumped in the pool.  Finally, Laura and Rachael got out of 

the pool and drank Lemonade. 

Name: ________________________________________

Editing:  How many mistakes can you find?

Laura's Swimming Pool
Rachael went to Lauras house to swim in the pool.  First, 

Rachael and Laura swimmed around underwater.  Than, 

rachael went down the water slide.  After that, Lauras dog 

jumped in the pool.  Finally, Laura and Rachael got out of 

the pool and drank Lemonade. 
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  Name: ________________________________________

Editing:  How many mistakes can you find?

The Beach
Do you no Ryan did last weekend.  He went to the beach 

with his family.  First, Ryan builded a huge sand castle.  Then, 

he collect seashells and rocks  After that, he goed swimming 

with his brother.  Ryan has a wonderful time at the beach.  

  Name: ________________________________________

Editing:  How many mistakes can you find?

The Beach
Do you no Ryan did last weekend.  He went to the beach 

with his family.  First, Ryan builded a huge sand castle.  Then, 

he collect seashells and rocks  After that, he goed swimming 

with his brother.  Ryan has a wonderful time at the beach.  
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Directions:  Write a creative story to go along with the picture.

__________________________________________________________________________
(title)

Written by:  ____________________________________________
(your name)

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________
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Page ________           Name: __________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________
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Name: ___________________________________________________

Smile

Write about something that always puts
a smile on your face.

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________
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Name: _______________________________________    Page __________

Smile

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________
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Name: _______________________________________

Smile

Draw a picture to go along with your writing.
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Writing To An Author

Today you're going to write a friendly letter to your favorite author 
and send it in the mail.

Step 1:  On a clean sheet of paper, writer a letter to your 
favorite author.  Be sure your letter has a date, 
salutation, body, closing, and signature.

In the body of the letter, mention specific books 
you've read and tell why you enjoy them.  Be sure 
everything is spelled correctly, neatly written, and 
makes sense.  Since this will be read by an important 
person, you'll want to show off your best and neatest writing.

Step 2: Have someone proofread your letter.  If there are mistakes, neatly erase them 
and make corrections.  If there are many mistakes, you may want to rewrite a
fresh copy.  

Step 3:  On another sheet of paper, draw a picture of your favorite scene from one of
their books.  Be sure you draw main characters from the book in your picture.
Include lots of color and detail.

Step 4: Find the address of your author.  Sometimes you can find the address written in one 
of the author's books.  If not, an adult may be able to help you look up this 
information on the internet.  Many authors have a special address for fan mail.  

If you can't find the address, send it to the publisher.  Most publishers will forward 
fan mail to the author.

Step 5: Address the envelope.  Include the author's name and the full address.  Also be 
sure you have your return address written on the envelope.  If the address isn't 
written perfectly, it may not arrive.

Step 6: Place a stamp of the envelope and mail it.

Authors are very busy people, but they love getting fan mail from their readers.
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Writing To An Author
Sample Letter:

September 4, 2012

Dear Mr. Stine,

I am a huge fan of your Mostly Ghostly 

books.  Whenever I get to the end of a chapter, I 

can't put the book down.  I always have to flip to 

the next page to find out what happens next. 

Each night I read a scary book about ghosts and 

monsters.  I have read books by many different 

authors, but yours are my favorite.  I can't wait 

until your next book comes out.

Yours truly,

Billy Smith

date

salutation

body
         

closing

signature

Sample Envelope:

Billy Smith
361 Main Street
Applefield, PA 22060

R. L. Stine
c/o Scholastic Publishing
557 Broadway
New York City, New York  10012

stamp

return address (from)

address (to)
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Name: ___________________________

Check your work!
Letter Checklist

________  Did I remember to indent?

________  Did I spell basic words correctly?

________  Is there a punctuation mark at the end
 of each sentence?

________  Did I re-read everything to be sure it 
makes sense?

________  Did I mention the names of my favorite 
book(s)?

________  Did I  tell the author why he or she is my 
favorite?

________  Is my handwriting neat?

________  Did I do my best?

________  How many sentences did I write?

Picture Checklist

________  Did I draw a scene from one of the author's 
books?

________  Will the author be able to tell what I was 
drawing?

________  Did I include characters from a book?

________  Are my pictures detailed?

________  Did I color my picture?

________  Did I do my best?

Envelope Checklist

________  Did I write the author's address in the
center?

________  Did I write my address in the upper-left?

________  Did I add a stamp?

________  Did a place commas after the city names?

________  Are all words an numbers copied correctly?

________  Did I do my best?
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Name: ___________________________________________________

Pet Monkey
Do you think a monkey would make a good pet?
Why or why not?

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________
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Name: _________________________________________    “Pet Monkey” Continued

Pet Monkey
Page ___

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________
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Name: ___________________________________________________

Celebrity Lunch

If you could have lunch with any famous person,
who would it be? What would you talk about?

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________
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Name: _______________________________________    Page __________

Celebrity Lunch

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________
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Name: ___________________________________________________

Dinosaur in the Backyard
Imagine you woke up and saw a
dinosaur in your backyard.  Describe
what you see and do.

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________
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Name: ____________________________________________ “Dinosaur” Continued

Dinosaur in the Backyard
Page ___

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________
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Week 1
Sight words, short a/e words, 
and academic vocabulary

1. high
2. every
3. near
4. west
5. dress
6. best
7. next
8. else
9. checked
10.grand
11.stand
12.am
13.matter
14.forms
15.value
16.area
Week 2
Sight words,short i.o/u words, 
and academic vocabulary

1. between
2. own
3. base
4. country
5. plant
6. slip
7. lunch
8. pond
9. front
10.thump
11.inches
12.yard
13.stored
14.motion
15.expand
16.calculate

Week 3
Sight words, long a/e words, 
and academic vocabulary

1. save
2. school
3. father
4. keep
5. safe
6. grade
7. reached
8. raise
9. theme
10.scream
11.easy
12.batteries
13.fuel
14.iron
15.solve
16.science

Week 4
Sight words, long i/o words, 
and academic vocabulary

1. trade
2. start
3. city
4. earth
5. hope
6. stone
7. follow
8. broke
9. sign
10.tiny
11.whole
12.waves
13.current
14.electric
15.digit
16.round

Week 5
Sight words,blends st/str, 
and academic vocabulary

1. upon
2. thought
3. gun
4. strong
5. story
6. burst
7. strip
8. stream
9. street
10.distance
11. least
12.hundred
13.east
14.object
15.sum
16.difference

Week 6
Sight words, kn/wr words, 
and academic vocabulary

1. cried
2. dried
3. milk
4. let's
5. while
6. known
7. knife
8. knock
9. wrong
10.knot
11.wrinkle
12.wrap
13.wrist
14.knee
15.product
16.quotient

Week 7
Sight words,  gh/ph words, 
and academic vocabulary

1. along
2. bought
3. close
4. something
5. seem
6. laughed
7. lady
8. enough
9. graph
10.paragraph
11.photograph
12.particle
13.atom
14.element
15.property
16.decimal

Week 8
Sight words, ch/tch 
words, and academic 
vocabulary
1. cloud
2. child
3. open
4. example
5. begin
6. chance
7. match
8. watch
9. batch
10.steel
11.speech
12.source
13.direction
14.travel
15.women
16.demonstrate
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Week 9
Sight words, sh words, and 
academic vocabulary

1. can't
2. shall
3. those
4. both
5. paper
6. pushed
7. sharp
8. shock
9. crash
10.showed
11.shoes
12.shadows
13.reflect
14.mirror
15.fraction
16.determine
Week 10
Sight words, s sound of c, 
and academic vocabulary

1. together
2. tied
3. group
4. often
5. table
6. space
7. fence
8. price
9. office
10.police
11.pencil
12.civil
13.survive
14.behavior
15.dance
16.fact

Week 11
Sight words, j sound of g, and 
academic vocabulary

1. important
2. cannot
3. children
4. wife
5. hoe
6. giraffe
7. gentle
8. stage
9. engine
10.badge
11.ginger
12.ocean
13.desert
14.tundra
15.equation
16.operation
Week 12
Sight words, oi sound, and 
academic vocabulary

1. held
2. cross
3. night
4. walk
5. picked
6. choice
7. voice
8. royal
9. annoy
10.noise
11.destroy
12.forest
13.grassland
14.wetland
15.wild
16.relationship

Week 13
Sight words, ou sound, and 
academic vocabulary

1. sea
2. began
3. shouted
4. took
5. river
6. crown
7. however
8. around
9. growl
10.fountain
11.ground
12.pounds
13.beneficial
14.influence
15.multiplication
16. division
Week 14
Sight words, short aw sound, and 
academic vocabulary

1. sleep
2. carry
3. north
4. once
5. book
6. crawl
7. laundry
8. author
9. taught
10.pause
11.dawn
12.extinct
13.resemble
14.disappear
15.polygon
16. integer

Week 15
Sight words, long & short oo, 
and academic vocabulary

1. south
2. sir
3. without
4. second
5. birds
6. loose
7. choose
8. shook
9. understood
10.balloon
11. looked
12.predict
13.pattern
14.season
15.pentagon
16.hexagon
Week 16
Sight words, r-controlled, and 
academic vocabulary

1. miss
2. idea
3. copy
4. poor
5. floor
6. started
7. stars
8. carpet
9. marker
10.party
11.pardon
12. lunar
13.cycle
14.appearance
15.octagon
16.classify
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Week 17
Sight words, air sound, and 
academic vocabulary

1. among
2. buy
3. Indian
4. real
5. almost
6. stairs
7. glare
8. airplane
9. compare
10.repair
11.prepare
12.attributes
13.quadrilateral
14.equilateral
15. isosceles
16.scalene
Week 18
Sight words, or sound, and 
academic vocabulary

1. fly
2. born
3. smell
4. sometimes
5. mountains
6. worn
7. fourth
8. war
9. horse
10.morning
11.poured
12.geometric
13.angles
14.acute
15.obtuse
16.blood

Week 19
Sight words, homophones, 
and academic vocabulary

1. verb
2. young
3. talk
4. pulled
5. list
6. here
7. hear
8. bare
9. bear
10.way
11.weigh
12.telescope
13.magnify
14.planets
15.pyramid
16. cone
Week 20
Sight words, homophones, 
and academic vocabulary

1. sugar
2. being
3. leave
4. noun
5. it’s
6. flower
7. flour
8. bored
9. board
10.hair
11.hare
12.clear
13.orbit
14.position
15.sphere
16.vet

Week 21
Words with ur sound, and 
academic vocabulary

1. perfect
2. curled
3. church
4. firm
5. skirt
6. clerk
7. shirt
8. person
9. terms
10. jerked
11.burned
12.conduct
13.experiment
14.observation
15.prism
16. cylinder
Week 22
Double consonant words, and 
academic vocabulary

1. hugged
2. correct
3. funny
4. happy
5. puppy
6. common
7. collect
8. bottles
9. different
10. lesson
11.error
12.evidence
13.conclusion
14.opinion
15.certain
16. likely

Week 23
Words with er and est, and 
academic vocabulary

1. thick
2. strangest
3. bigger
4. better
5. highest
6. tallest
7. richest
8. smarter
9. louder
10.hotter
11.jumped
12.describe
13.data
14.farmers
15.unlikely
16. visit
Week 24 
Compound words, and academic 
vocabulary

1. notebook
2. sunset
3. bookcase
4. classroom
5. everyone
6. football
7. sunshine
8. rainbow
9. baseball
10.hallway
11.outdoors
12.measurement
13.numeral
14.outcome
15.future
16.forecast
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Week 25
VCCV pattern words, and 
academic vocabulary

1. winter
2. army
3. cellar
4. garden
5. market
6. basket
7. welcome
8. until
9. always
10.cowboy
11. lasso
12. logical
13.continuity
14.change
15.estimate
16.whose
Week 26
VCV words, and academic 
vocabulary

1. cabin
2. rule
3. music
4. tiger
5. behind
6. rewind
7. focus
8. belong
9. family
10.brother
11.motel
12.connect
13. local
14.strategy
15.complex
16.diagram

Week 27
Words with suffix –ed/-ing, 
and academic vocabulary

1. liked
2. worried
3. rolling
4. singing
5. swimming
6. settled
7. talked
8. hurried
9. buying
10.trying
11. leaving
12.regional
13.national
14.traditional
15.chart
16.symbol
Week 28
Words with suffix –tion/-
sion, and academic 
vocabulary

1. permission
2. confession
3. vision
4. please
5. action
6. quotation
7. hunting
8. nation
9. combination
10.question
11.attention
12.geography
13.physical
14.divided
15.exact
16.agreed

Week 29
Words with suffix –ful/-
fully, and academic 
vocabulary

1. beautiful
2. cheerful
3. harmful
4. playful
5. useful
6. colorful
7. thankfully
8. joyfully
9. helpfully
10.painfully
11.stressful
12.feature
13.crops
14.lifted
15.advantage
16.history
Week 30
Words with suffix –ly/-ally, 
and academic vocabulary

1. lonely
2. suddenly
3. actually
4. personally
5. especially
6. formally
7. rapidly
8. dangerously
9. tenderly
10. lovely
11.nicely
12. identity
13.culture
14.society
15.accurate
16.precise

Week 31
Words with suffix –able/-
ably, and academic 
vocabulary

1. comfortable
2. honorably
3. erasable
4. available
5. portable
6. laughable
7. irritably
8. feeling
9. capable
10.disposable
11.reusable
12.tube
13.government
14.tribal
15.derive
16.general
Week 32
Y to i change words, and 
academic vocabulary

1. penny
2. pennies
3. empty
4. emptied
5. parties
6. families
7. mystery
8. mysteries
9. discovery
10.married
11.carried
12.religion
13.folklore
14.custom
15.syllable
16.fluent
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Monday: Write each spelling word three times.

Tuesday: Write your spelling words in alphabetical order.

Wednesday: Choose two of your spelling words.
   Write a sentence using each of them.

Thursday: Take a practice test. Ask an adult to read your words to
         you so you can write them without looking at the list.

Week 33
Contraction words, and 
academic vocabulary

1. he’s
2. she’s
3. didn't
4. isn’t
5. you’re
6. we’re
7. they’re
8. there’s
9. haven’t
10.won’t
11.don’t
12.climate
13.natural
14.tools
15.comprehend
16.wasn't

Week 34 
Contraction words, and
academic vocabulary

1. we’ll
2. I’ll
3. he’ll
4. she’ll
5. you’ll
6. they’ll
7. you’ve
8. they’ve
9. I’ve
10. I’d
11.we’d
12.federal
13.state
14. interaction
15.doesn't
16.pretty

Week 35 
Final -er words, and 
academic vocabulary

1. under
2. swim
3. never
4. main
5. center
6. border
7. fever
8. sister
9. whether
10.answer
11.shower
12.sequence
13.explorer
14.establish
15. independence
16.passed

Week 36
Final –le/-al  words, 
and academic 
vocabulary

1. total
2. central
3. final
4. simple
5. chuckle
6. giggle
7. middle
8. signal
9. handle
10.candle
11.uncle
12. infer
13.prior
14.knowledge
15.modify
16.clarify
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